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diverse materials sized from 10 µm to 2 mm including soft 
matter, rigid bodies, mammalian cells, cell spheroids and cell-
seeded microcarrier beads into structures ranging in area from 
100 mm 2  to 10,000 mm 2 . In addition, we show that the assem-
bled structures can be immobilized by chemical- and photo-
crosslinking for the subsequent applications. 

 Microscale materials suspend on a static fl uid surface due 
to the balance of surface tension force, buoyant force and 
gravity force. After generating standing waves as a template, 
these microscale materials are driven by drift energy gradient 
and cover the liquid surface from the region with the lowest 
drift energy to the region with high drift energy ( Figure    1  a). 
The drift energy,  U , experienced by a fl oater with a radius  R  in 
an applied standing wave can be simply described as follows, 
assuming no boundary effects on the standing waves,
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 where  R  is the fl oater radius,  ρ par   is the fl oater density,  ρ liq   
is the liquid density,  δ is  the submerged length of the fl oater 
in the liquid which is a function of  R ,  ρ par  ,  ρ liq   and the con-
tact angle of the fl oater  θ ,  ω  is the angular frequency of the 
standing waves, ζ is the deformation of the fl uid surface,  µ  is 
the dynamic viscosity of the liquid,  α  is the driving acceleration, 
and ζ 90°  is the deformation with 90° phase shift in x and y direc-
tions (Supporting Information, Text 1). Briefl y, distribution of 
the drift energy is sensitive to contact angle and density ratio of 
the fl oater to fl uid, and is not sensitive to fl oater size and shape. 
Small contact angle and low density normally result in regions 
with the lowest drift energy on nodes of standing waves, while 
large contact angle and high density result in regions with the 
lowest drift energy on antinodes of standing waves. Lateral cap-
illary forces also take effect on the local arrangement of fl oaters 
when fl oaters are near each other. [ 17 ]  These capillary forces don’t 
contribute to formation of the resulting global structure and 
thus are not included in the theoretical model.  

 Particularly, for polystyrene divinylbenzene beads in the 
standing waves as illustrated in Figure  1 b, the lowest drift 
energy exists on nodal region (Figure  1 c), resulting in nodal 
patterns with different coverage rates (Figure  1 d and e). For 
copper-zinc powder in the same standing waves, the lowest 
drift energy exists on antinode region (Figure  1 f), resulting 
in antinode pattern (Figure  1 g). By introducing two types of 
microscale materials with complementary distributions of drift 
energy, complementary pattern of two types of materials can be 
achieved (Figure  1 h). 

 We obtain highly diverse sets of standing waves as liquid-
based templates for assembling microscale materials. The 
diversity of the assembled structures originates from combina-
tions of the chamber shape, waveform, and symmetric mode 

  Spontaneous emergence of ordered and complex structures 
from simple building units is a ubiquitous phenomenon in 
nature in a wide range of the scales. [ 1,2 ]  For example, water 
molecules crystallize into snowfl akes, nucleotides self-assemble 
into DNAs, and sands pile into ripple or stripe patterns in 
desert. This natural creation mode represents a smarter 
strategy and a higher effi ciency than many human approaches 
that build an architecture piece by piece. Recently, assembly 
of microscale materials has drawn increasing attention due to 
great demands in engineering architectures/systems various 
fi elds including bottom-up tissue engineering, [ 3 ]  microelec-
tromechanical systems [ 4 ]  and microphotonics. [ 5 ]  Of particular 
interest is tissue engineering, where organization of cells and 
cell microcarriers into repeating units with well-defi ned 3D 
architectures that mimic native tissues is signifi cant for the 
resulting tissue-specifi c functions. [ 6 ]  Previous microscale tech-
nologies have their own unique advantages in creating various 
structures from microscale materials. [ 7 ]  However, these existing 
technologies have limitations related to time budgets for 
assembling large number of building units ( e.g. , bioprinting, [ 8 ]  
micro-robotic assembly [ 9 ] ), reconfi guring fi nal structure after 
the mold is created ( e.g. , micromolding, [ 10 ]  solid-template 
based assembly [ 11,12 ] ), achieving complexity in resulting struc-
tures/geometrics ( e.g. , magnetic assembly, [ 11,13 ]  electrostatic 
assembly, [ 14 ]  capillary assembly, [ 15 ]  molecular recognition [ 16 ] ). 

 Here, we report a versatile bottom-up method that enables 
effi cient generation of diverse structures from microscale mate-
rials in a reconfi gurable and biocompatible way. We explore the 
topography of liquid surface established by standing waves as 
a template for directed assembly of a large number (∼10 6 ) of 
microscale materials into diverse sets of ordered, symmetric 
structures. This liquid-based template can be dynamically 
reconfi gured in a few seconds (<5 s), and assembly on the tem-
plate can be achieved in a scalable and parallel manner. We 
illustrate broad applicability of this approach by assembling 
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and harmonic order of the standing waves (Figure S1). We fi rst 
perform assembly by exploiting the effect of chamber geom-
etry on the standing wave formation (Figure  2 a and S2). The 
assembly is achieved both in symmetric chambers and in the 
chambers without symmetry and even with pillars inside. Fur-
ther, we investigate assembly in square chambers by tuning the 
vibrational parameters. The standing waves with the waveforms 
of squares, stripes and other crystalline structures are generated 
in experiments. The numerical simulation of each waveform, 
an exemplifi ed assembled structure and corresponding drift 
energy under each waveform are given in Figure  2 b–d (Sup-
porting information Text 1). For each waveform type, there are 
several symmetric modes that are determined by the phase and 
direction of the standing waves constrained in the chamber. 
Taking the square waveform as an example, we fi nd eight types 
of symmetric modes with one-, two- or four-fold refl ection sym-
metries. The relationships between these modes are depicted by 
translating the standing waves by one-quarter wavelength in the 
 x -axis and/or the  y -axis direction in the constrained boundary or 

by rotating the standing waves about the center of the chamber 
by 45° (Figure  2 e). For each type of symmetric mode, standing 
waves can be generated from the low-order structure to the 
high-order structure by increasing vibrational frequency. The 
emergence order of these assembled structures over frequency 
is the same and repeatable for the chambers with the same 
shape but different sizes. The assembled structures gener-
ated by the square waveform are provided based on symmetric 
modes (columns) and harmonic orders (rows) in Figure  2 f. 
These liquid-based templated assembly can be robustly con-
trolled by the vibrational parameters and chamber geometry 
(Supporting Information, Text 2).  

 This liquid-based template demonstrates greater fl exibility 
in reconfi guring its topography compared to the solid-based 
molding. The assembly can be reversibly transformed to any 
structure in the phase diagrams (Figure S3) in real time by 
resetting the vibrational parameters ( Figure    3  a), which sug-
gests that the LBTA belongs to dynamic self-assembly. [ 2,18 ] , A 
typical example is demonstrated in Figure  3 b (Top-down view) 
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 Figure 1.    Principle demonstration of liquid-based templated assembly. a, Schematics of assembly based on liquid-based template. b, Top-down view of 
the standing waves simulated according to equation (S2) in the Supporting Information. Color bar indicates wave amplitude. c, Numerical simulation 
of drift energy for 200 µm polystyrene divinylbenzene beads on the standing waves based on Equation  ( 1)  . d-e, Assembly of polystyrene divinylbenzene 
beads on the nodal regions of standing waves with different coverage rates of beads on the air–liquid surface (d, 53% e, 2.5%). f, Numerical simulation 
of drift energy for 200 µm copper-zinc powder on the standing waves based on Equation  ( 1)  . g, Assembly of copper-zinc powder on the antinodes of 
the standing waves. h, Assembly of complementary pattern by using copper-zinc powder (yellow regions) and polystyrene divinylbenzene beads (red 
regions). Chamber dimensions are 20 mm × 20 mm × 1.5 mm for all the experiments and simulations. Scale bars, 2 mm.
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 Figure 2.    Diversity of the structures created by liquid-based templated assembly. a, Chamber shape effect on the assembly. b, Numerical simulation of 
the waveforms generated in the square chamber. Square waveform (SQ), stripe waveform (ST) and crystalline waveforms (CR1 and CR2) were obtained 
using equation S2, S3 and S4 respectively. c-d, Typical assembled structure and corresponding drift energy (numerical simulation) under each waveform. 
Each panel in c and d represents the dashed square in the corresponding panel of b. e, Schematics of the symmetric modes within the square waveform. 
The color bar depicts the amplitude of the standing waves. Each code represents the symmetric modes. λ is the wavelength, and (λ/4, λ/4) indicates 
translation of the standing waves by λ/4 in both x-axis and y-axis directions. The symmetric axes are indicated with white dash-dotted lines. f, Harmonic 
order within each symmetric mode. All of the scale bars indicate 2 mm. Codes under the assembled structures are applied in the phase diagrams.

 Figure 3.    Dynamical reconfi gurability of liquid-based templated assembly. a, A schematic of dynamic reconfi guration of the assembled structures: ( f  A , 
 a  A ) and ( f  B ,  a  B ) are vibrational frequencies and accelerations for the formation of structures A and B, respectively. b, Dynamic process of the assembly. 
I-VI show different stages of the assembly: I. before assembly; II. during assembly; III. formation of the ring-shaped structure; IV. intermediate state; V. 
formation of “H”-shaped structure; VI. restoration of the ring-shaped structure. All of the experiments were performed in 10 mm × 10 mm × 1.5 mm 
chamber using beads with 200 µm in diameter. Scale bars, 2 mm. Note: The snapshots in top-down view and side view were recorded separately and 
approximately represent the events in the corresponding column. c, Time evolution of the assembly fraction during the assembly process. Vibration was 
applied at time zero. * Resetting vibrational parameters: the vibrational frequency was fi rst increased from 46 Hz to 60 Hz, and the acceleration was 
then increased from 1.46 g to 1.9 g. ** Resetting vibrational parameters: the acceleration was fi rst decreased from 1.9 g to 1.46 g, and the vibrational 
frequency was then decreased from 60 Hz to 46 Hz.
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and Video S1. Floaters are assembled into a ring-shaped struc-
ture under 1.46 g at 46 Hz. After the vibrational parameters are 
changed to 1.9 g at 60 Hz, the ring-shaped structure is trans-
formed into an “H”-shaped structure. The assembled structure 
is restored to the ring shape after the vibration is set back to the 
original parameters. To characterize the fraction of fl oaters uti-
lized in the assembly, we quantify the assembly fraction, which 
is defi ned as the ratio of the number of assembled fl oaters to the 
total number of fl oaters in the chamber. The study indicates that 
more than 80% of the fl oaters are assembled within 3 seconds 
(Figure  3 c). From the side view (Figure  3 b and Video S2), the 
fl oaters assemble as a monolayer on the nodal regions of the 
standing waves, leaving the antinodes uncovered. The antinodes 
of the standing wave alternate between crest and trough, which 
results in vertical oscillations in the assembled structure after 
the assembly process reaches a steady state. The change of the 
liquid topography results in a redistribution of the fl oaters in the 

chamber. We observe that most of the assembly is completed 
within 5 seconds regardless of vibrational parameters and cov-
erage rate of fl oaters at the liquid surface for various patterns 
(Supporting Information, Text 3 and Figure S4). Owing to the 
benefi t of dynamic self-assembly, the structure created by the 
LBTA is robust to external perturbation. [ 2,18 ] , The LBTA can 
spontaneously restore its original structure after being broken 
by external perturbation. For example, a ring-shaped structure 
is generated under 1.95 g at 44 Hz and is physically broken 
by stirring with a pipette tip. When stirring is terminated, the 
suspended beads restore the ring shape within a few seconds 
(Video S3).  

 This liquid-based templated assembly exhibits versatility for 
broad applications. First, the LBTA is applicable for fl oaters with 
various materials and varied sizes ranging from 10 µm to 2 mm. 
We demonstrate assembly of multiple materials, including 
methacrylated gelatin (GelMA) hydrogel units, polydimethylsi-
loxane (PDMS) blocks and silicon chiplets and copper powder, 
into nodal patterns, antinode patterns and complementary pat-
terns ( Figure    4  a,  1 g and  1 h). We also show assembly of size-
varied poly(ethylene glycol)(PEG) hydrogel units into the same 
structure (Figure  4 b). The LBTA is applicable in the chamber 
with varying shapes (Figure  2 a) and areas ranging from 
100 mm 2  to 10,000 mm 2  (Figure S5). In addition, LBTA allows 
scalable assembly of the same pattern with sizes ranging from 
10 mm to 30 mm (Figure  4 c) and parallel assembly of the same 
structure in a 5-by-5 chamber array (Figure  4 d). Importantly, 
the assembled structures can be retrieved from the chamber via 
photo- (Figure  4 e) or chemical crosslinking (Figure S6).  

 This liquid-based templated assembly also provides an alter-
native way for bottom-up tissue engineering. Polystyrene beads 
are used as microcarriers for cell assembly ( Figure    5  a, Video 
S4). Cell-seeded microcarrier beads can be assembled into 
various patterns as demonstrated in Figure  2 . After assembly, 
the formed motif of the cell-seeded beads are immobilized by 
chemical crosslinking with fi brinogen and thrombin. High 
cell viability is confi rmed with live/dead assays after three-day 
culture of the system (Figure  5 b). Assembly of neuron-seeded 
microcarrier beads into large-scale 3D neural structures is 
signifi cant for developing in vitro models for understanding 
the wiring and mapping of neurons. [ 19 ]  We assemble neuron-
seeded beads and generated 3D neural strucutres positive for 
markers such as Nestin, NeuN and MAP-2 (Figure  5 c-d and 
S7). Patterning cell spheroids into various shapes is of signifi -
cance for tissue engineering due to the capability of spheroid to 
fuse into micro-tissues. [ 20 ]  Existing assembly methods are based 
on the strategy of pick-and-place, which suffers from ineffi -
ciency. We demonstrated that LBTA simultaneously assembled 
∼10 3  cell spheroids (Figure  5 e-h and S8). Additionally, scaffold-
free cell assembly is a crucial challenge for tissue engineering 
due to small cell size and requirement for cytocompatibility. We 
demonstrate simultaneous assembly of a large number (∼10 6 ) 
of cells into various patterns by LBTA (Figure  5 i, j and S9). We 
evaluate cytocompatibility of LBTA by performing live/dead 
assays for cell viability and Alamar-Blue assays for cell prolifer-
ation. Within initial 24 h, cells exposed to the agitations (15 and 
60 s at 50, 100 and 200 Hz) don’t show signifi cant difference 
in viability compared with control group (Figure  5 k). 11-day 
cell culture further indicates that cells exposed to the standing 
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 Figure 4.    Versatility of liquid-based templated assembly. a, Assembly of 
various materials. From left to right: GelMA hydrogel units (blue) and 
PDMS blocks (red) on nodal regions; silicon chiplets on antinodes. 
b, Assembly of size-varied materials. PEG hydrogel units with sizes of 0.5, 
1, and 2 mm. c, Scalable assembly. Chamber sizes are 10, 20 and 30 mm 
respectively. d, Parallel assembly in a 5-by-5 chamber array. Dimensions of 
each chamber are 10 mm × 10 mm × 1.5 mm. Floater size is 200 µm for 
all. e, Photo crosslinking of the assembled structure. Once the hydrogels 
were assembled, crosslinking was performed to immobilize the assem-
bled pattern. Scale bars: 4 mm.
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waves have no signifi cant difference with control group in pro-
liferation (Figure  5 l). Comparing to previous reported directed 
assembly [ 11,13 ]  or self-assembly [ 16,19,21 ]  approaches for tissue 
engineering, LBTA enables additional control over global 
shape of generated structure in a reconfi gurable and mold-free 
manner.  

 We envision that LBTA opens a new paradigm for cost-effec-
tive and effi cient manufacturing from microscale materials. 
Especially, it would be a useful biomanufacturing tool that ena-
bles various applications for bottom-up tissue engineering.  

  Supporting Information 
 Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.  
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